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BIKEN JOURNAL
Prcliminary Report

Effects of Cytoplasmic DNA Synthesis upon Nuclear DNA Synthesis
in Poxvirus-infected Cells

S, v, "al studie^ (Kat. at at. , 1960, , 1960b; M"g. , at "/., 1960; Cal"us 1960)
have been reported independently on cytoplasmic DNA synthesis in poxvirus
infection using autoradiographic techniques with H3-thyinidine. Kato at a!.
(1960, , 1960b, 1961,1962) hare ,inpha, lard that th, wit, of in, ."p. ,^ti. n of H3-
thymidine in the cytoplasm of cells infected with poxvirus corresponds exclusively
to the "B" type inclusions which are common to all kinds of poxvirus infection.
Furthermore, they conclude that I) host nuclear DNA is not transferred to cyto-
PIasmic DNA, 2) the host nucleus is not the site of viral DNA synthesis, 3) cyto-
PIasmic DNA synthesis occurs independently of host nuclear DNA synthesis, 4)
host nuclear DNA synthesis is suppressed after virus infection. This paper deals
witlT further investigations on the last point.

Quantitative studies were carried out by silver graiil counts on at110radio-
oraphs. Cowpox virus (LB red strain) was used. Cowpox virus \\, as choseit for
the study since ; I) On multiplication it shows distinct two types of inclusion foi. -
mation \vlTich dives the IJasic model of the development of poxvirus inclusions
(Kato at a/., 1959a, 1959b). 2) Co\\, pox virus, as a rule, has little al)ili^, to form
o1ant cells, \-vhose formation complicates determination of the cxact numl)er of
inclusion I)earln. ' cells and studies on the nucleo-cytoplasmic IClationship at the
single cell level. 3) Although vaccinia virus is the nTost common poxvirus used in
laboratory study, the definition and origin of most vaccinia viruses are still onscure,
as DownIe (1959) pointcd out. He mentioned that "\\JITilc certain strains arc
alleued to have I)een derived fronT smallpox, it seems to the \\, Titer that the pro-
perties and the characters of most strains no\-v in use suggest that they have IJeen
derived from cowpox vii. us, I. c. , the virus responsilJle for. the pox diseasc of co\\, s. "
Thus vaccinia virus does not denote a definite virus. We think we should not use

undefined term ' 'vaccinia virus' ' especially in ITlorphological and blochemical
study.

A10\-vinoculum of virus (104 - 105 PFU per inI) \\, as putinto a Leighton tube
containinu about 3 x 105 cells (the FL strain of ITUman amnion cells). Twenty
four hours after infection, there were ever^ stagc of inclusion bearinu cells and
about 40 per cent of the cells Ilad no inclusions. At this stage, the cells were exposed
to 2 ntl of a medium containing H3-thymidine (5/1cjml, specific activity 4.4cjmM)
for. 2 hours. After fixation with Camoy's fluid, the dippin, ' method for. autoradio-
graphy was applied using 1<0dak liquid emulsion NTB2. Thc preparations \\, ere
treated with 2 per cent perchloric acid for. 40 innl at +'C to remove acid solulile
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fraction before autoradiography was carried out. After exposure to the emulsion
for a week, the samples were developed, fixed by routine autoradiographic pro-
cedures and stained with Giemsa solution. As reported previously, all "B" type
inclusions were labelled. Some of cells show nuclear. incorporation of H3-thymi-
dine. The Triorphological sequence of development of inclusions in poxvirus has
born wall withinh, d (Kat, at "/., 1959^, 1959b, 1962). A. .."ding to the vine of
the inclusions, the sequence of the development of inclusions were divided into 4
stages as shown in Fig. I. To study the relation between the development of
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inclusions and their ability to synthesize DNA, the sliver grains appearing on a
single "B" type inclusion \\, ere counted in more than 40 cells at each stage. As
shown in Fig. I, incorporation of the H3-thymidine occurred at all4 stages. The
most intensive incorporation, ITowever, was found in well developed B type
inclusions with diameters of more than 5 A The degree of incorporation dec-
reases at the final stage of development of diffuse "B" type Inclusions which is
usually accompanied by developed "A" type inclusions. It is interesting that the
number of the silver drains at the first stage of development of small "B" type in-
clusion had a very limited distribution. The distribution of the ITUmber of the
silver drains became wider as the inclusions developed. These facts seem to show
that the ability to synthesize cytoplasmic DNA initially is the same regardless to
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the condition of the host cell. However, the degree of synthesis of further DNA
probably varies with the metabolic condition of the host cell.

The effects of cytoplasmic virus DNA synthesis upon nuclear DNA synthesis
were investigated. The percentage of cells \\, ith Iai, elled nuclei in noninclusion
bearing and inclusion I)eating cells \\, as compared in a single preparatioiT and
control cells in a tube without virus. As shown in Flu. 2, most of the inclusion
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bearing cells did not show aity nuclear DNA synthesis, \-\, hile there \\, as haidly any
significant difference betweeil control cells and noninclusion beanno cells. The
latter must ITave included many infected cells \vhiclt I}ad Ilot yet I>roduced "B" t\, pe
inclusions. A comparison was also Inade of the number of silver drains in lanelled
nuclei of noninclusion bearing and inclusion IJearino cells. As SITown in Fir. 3,
there is a definite difference in the dearee of the incorporation in the two. Thus
the nuclei of the inclusion beann. cells not only showed a low percentaoe of lanell-
ing, I>ut also a very low degree of the incorporation. The experiment reveals that
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immediately cytoplasmic DNA synthesis begins, nuclear -DNA synthesis is sup-
pressed, and cytoplasmic DNA never comes from nucleus. Comparing of the Fig
I with Fig. 3, the velocity of the incorporation of HB-thymidine into nucleus of
noninclusion bearing cell per two hours seems to be nearly identical with the one
into cytoplasm of the cells having "B" type inclusion with a diameter of more than
5 A The result suggests that the efficiency of cytoplasmic DNA synthesis of pox-
virus is as high as that of ITUclear DNA synthesis of noninclusion bearing cell.
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Summary: Silver grain counts \\, ere made on the "B" type inclusion bodies
of cowpox virus. All "B" type inclusions, no matter how small, were labelled after
exposure to HB-thymidine. The most intensive DNA synthesis occurred in "B"
type inclusions with a diameter of more than 5 14. However the degree of cyto-
PIasmic DNA synthesis decreased in diffuse "B" type inclusions which are mostly
accompanied by "A' ' type inclusions. Immediately cytoplasmic DNA synthesis
begins, nuclear DNA synthesis is suppressed.
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